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We model a backward mirrorless optical parametric oscillator in a fragmented GaN waveguide consisting in

a sequence of submicronic periodically poled elements separated by uniformly polarized connection sections

representing stitching errors. We find that the generated coherent phase of the backscattered wave locks the

phases of the forward propagating waves in such a way that the dynamics is nonintuitivelly as much efficient as

for a uniform quasi phase matched waveguide. The best coherence transfer to the backward wave, obtained for

perfect group velocity matching of the forward propagating waves, requires a nanoscale poled periodicity which

is achieved in GaN through epitaxy.

c© 2013 Optical Society of America

In periodically poled (PP) optical nonlinear quadratic
materials, it is possible to choose a submicronic pol-
ing period such that the phase-matched signal and idler
waves are generated in opposite directions, therefore es-
tablishing a distributed feedback mechanism, which en-
ables optical parametric oscillation without the need of
external mirrors or surface coatings. The mirrorless opti-
cal parametric oscillator (MOPO), employing this mech-
anism, was theoretically studied from 1966 [1,2] and ex-
perimentally realized in a PP KTiOPO4 (PPKTP) crys-
tal with 800 nm periodicity as a quasi-phase-matched
(QPM) nonlinear medium [3]. One of the remarkable
properties of this backward MOPO is the strong asym-
metry in spectral bandwidth between the signal and
the idler pulses: the bandwidth of the forward signal
is comparable to the pump bandwidth, whereas that
of the backward idler is typically one to two orders of
magnitude narrower [4]. This has been recently demon-
strated both experimentally and numerically in the PP-
KTP MOPO when the pump wave exhibits deterministic
phase modulation for relatively narrowband (1.2 THz)
linearly-chirped pump pulses [5] and relatively broad-
band (4 THz) pump pulses too [6]. In accordance with
the convection-induced phase-locking mechanism [7–11],
the phase modulation of the pump is coherently trans-
ferred to the forward parametric wave, while the back-
ward wave retains a narrow bandwidth and high coher-
ence.

In this Letter we study this MOPO process in a GaN
waveguide configuration, and we show that the mirror-
less optical parametric oscillation takes place even in the
presence of stitching errors, which are very likely to occur
during the fabrication process of the waveguide. Indeed,
the realization of centimeter long devices presenting a
submicrometer periodicity is not possible without mov-
ing the sample under the writing beam. This displace-
ment introduces the stitching faults. The device is then
formed by a sequence of PP poled elements of about 200
µm long (PPGaN bricks) separated by uniformly polar-

ized connection sections of several micrometers long rep-
resenting the stitching errors. The parameters used in the
model are those of a periodically poled GaN waveguide
(PPGaN) grown by epitaxy on sapphire substrates [12]
and presenting submicronic periodicity of the χ(2) coeffi-
cient [13]. In this material, the reasonably large value of

the second order susceptibility (χ
(2)
33 = 10.6 pm/V meas-

ured in [14]) opens the door for parametric counterpropa-
gating oscillation. It is found that the generated coherent
phase of the backscattered wave locks the phases of the
forward propagating waves in such a way that the dy-
namics is almost insensitive to the short links between
the PP elements where quasi-phase-matching is not pre-
served. Nonintuitivelly, we obtain as much efficiecy as for
a uniform quasi phase matched waveguide.

In a MOPO, the pump wave is down-converted into
forward-propagating and backward-propagating para-
metric waves, in accordance with energy conservation,
ωp = ωf + ωb and counterpropagating quasi-phase
matching, kp−kf +kb = KG, where j = p, f, b denote the
pump, the forward and the backward parametric waves,
respectively. KG = 2π/ΛG is the grating vector given
by ΛG, the modulation period of the second-order non-
linear coefficient. The effect of coherence transfer effect
to the backward wave is especially pronounced when the
pump wavelength and the modulation period of the non-
linear medium are chosen so that the group velocities of
the pump and the forward wave are exactly matched [8].
This may be achieved in a GaN guided geometry with a
group velocity dispersion modified by a particular profile
of the refractive index, a technique widely used in fiber to
compensate the material dispersion with the waveguide
dispersion [15]. Then it is possible to match the pump
and the idler group velocities exactly and the counter-
propagating wave will be the signal. This requires a short
PP period ΛG of hundreds of nm in length which may be
realized in the GaN structure thanks to epitaxy [13,14].
For z-polarized waves in PPGaN, matching the group
velocities can be achieved by designing the experiment
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so that the pump and the forward wave are on different
sides of the maximum on the group-velocity curve shown
in Fig. 1. This shape of group-velocity curve may be ob-
tained in the waveguide PPGaN structure composed of
a strip-loaded GaN of 2 µm width and 1.8 µm depth
on a AlInN buffer which has been realized on Sapphire
substrate by epitaxy. The Sellmeier relation given in [14]
is used for material dispersion and finite waveguide dis-
persion corrections [15] yield the corresponding group
velocity curve of Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Group velocity for the z-polarized waves in GaN
as function of the wavelength, calculated from the Sell-
meier expansions in [14] with a particular profile of the
refractive index of the guide [15]. The triangles mark
the configuration of perfectely matched pump and idler
group velocities (|vp − vi| = 0), and are labeled by a P

for the pump, a S for the signal, and an I for the idler.

The pump intensity required to reach threshold
for MOPO operation, Ip,th, can be estimated from
the plane-wave monochromatic model for the unde-
pleted pump parametric approximation [2] as Ip,th =
cε0npnfnbλfλb/2L2d2

eff , where c is the speed of light in
vacuum, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, nj denotes
the refractive indices, λj denotes the backward and for-
ward wavelengths, L is the nonlinear interaction length
and deff = 7 pm/V is the effective quadratic nonlinear-
ity.

Numerical simulations of the nonlinear three-wave in-
teractions in a MOPO solve the coupled wave equations
in the slowly-varying envelope approximation. The field
amplitudes, Aj (j = p, s, i), of the pump and the para-
metric backward signal wave and forward idler wave,
evolve with the coupled equations:

(∂t + vp∂x + γp + iβp∂tt)Ap = −σp(x)AsAi

(∂t − vs∂x + γs + iβs∂tt)As = σs(x)ApA∗

i (1)

(∂t + vi∂x + γi + iβi∂tt)Ai = σi(x)ApA∗

s ,

where σj(x) = 2πdeffvj/λjnj are the nonlinear coupling
coefficients in the PP elements, while σj(x) = 0 within
the uniformly polarized gaps, γj and βj ≡ vjβ2,j/2 are
the damping and dispersion coefficients. The input pa-
rameters in the model are the properties of the non-
linear medium and the pump amplitude at the input
face, Ap(x = 0, t), generating outputs of Ap(x = L, t),
Ai(x = L, t) and As(x = 0, t). The nonlinear counter-
propagation dynamics in the quadratic MOPO in the

presence of group-velocity dispersion, which introduces
second-order time derivatives, makes use of a numeri-
cal scheme which combines the trajectories method, ex-
tensively used for the treatment of stimulated Brillouin
back-scattering problems [16], with fast Fourier transfor-
mation (FFT) to account for the group-velocity disper-
sion effects in the spectral domain [6, 17].

In all simulations, the nonlinear medium is a
GaN structured ensemble composed by a train of N
periodically-poled GaN elements of length * disposed in
a straight row as shows Fig. 2. Simulations for this seg-

Fig. 2. The quasi-phase-matching (QPM) is obtained by
a phase-reversal sequence of the ferroelectric domains
with a grating periodicity ΛQPM . The segmented back-
ward MOPO is composed by a train of periodically poled
GaN elements * separated by uniformly polarized con-
nection sections ε̃! representing stitching errors.

mented structure of length Lseg = N* + (N − 1)ε̃!, where
ε̃! is the short random length of the gaps linking the PP-
GaN bricks, will be compared to the case of a continuos
medium of length L= N*. For L = 64 * = 1.25 cm each
element has a length * = 195 µm. The segmented MOPO
will have a length Lseg = 1.32 cm with 63 random gaps
ε̃! = 〈ε̃!〉 + δε! where δε! is random uniformly distrib-
uted in the interval [−∆ε!, +∆ε!] with 〈ε̃!〉 = 10.8 µm
for the mean value and ∆ε!/〈ε̃!〉 = 0.15. The waveguide
has a section Seff = 3.6 µm2.

We choose the three QPM waves marked on the
Fig. 1, and we model MOPO operation with a broad-
band stochastic pump pulse with a FWHM temporal
length of 100 ps, and where the spectral FWHM
width is ∆νp = 4.40 THz (∆λp = 15 nm), centered at
λp = 1.06µm with np = 2.30856, vp/c = 0.41337,
β2,p = 0.286 ps2/m; and with λs = 1.56242µm,
ns = 2.26580, vs/c = 0.41872, β2,s = 0.0647 ps2/m;
λi = 3.29791µm, ni = 2.12353, vi/c = 0.41337,
β2,i = −0.418 ps2/m. The QPM period ΛG = 335
nm, may be realized in GaN by epitaxy [14].

The pump pulse is issued from a Gaussian stochas-
tic process translationally invariant with zero mean
〈Ap(x = 0, t)〉 and exponential autocorrelation function
〈

Ap(x = 0, t′ + t)A∗

p(x = 0, t)
〉

=
∣

∣A0
p

∣

∣

2
exp (−|t|/τc),

where τc = 1/π∆νp is the correlation time. Note that,
while the pump phase fluctuations are absorbed by the
idler wave thanks to the phase-locking mechanism, the
generation of the signal still remains affected by the in-
tensity fluctuations of the pump. In the presence of small
group velocity difference between the pump and the sig-
nal, which is the case for the forward OPOs, pump inten-
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Fig. 3. Stochastic pumped MOPO (segmented in 64 elements): (a) Incoherent pump spectrum fitted by a Gaussian
envelope of FWHM ∆νp(L) = 4.40 THz, (b) backward signal spectrum with ∆νs(0) = 18.18 GHz, and (c) forward
idler spectrum with a Gaussian fitting of FWHM ∆νi(L) = 3.31 THz. The coherence gain attains ∆νp/∆νs = 242.

sity fluctuations are partly transferred to the signal com-
ponent [9, 11]. Conversely, in the presence of the strong
group velocity difference of the backward OPO, inten-
sity fluctuations of the pump are averaged by the strong
convection effect, which thus leads to an enhancement
of the coherence of the backward signal [6]. The higher
the incoherence of the pump, the larger the amount of
coherence transfer as studied in section V.B of Ref. [8].

Stochastic MOPO operation in both continuous and
segmented structures are simulated with a pump pulse
of Ip = 2 GW/cm2 intensity, the MOPO threshold in-
tensity being Ip,th = 0.937 GW/cm2. The peak power
yields 72 W, a pulsed energy of 7.2 nJ, and a fluence
of 0.2 J/cm2 which remains below the damage threshold
for GaN [18]. The pump and the parametric spectra are
illustrated in Fig 3, showing a backward signal with a
spectral width of ∆νs = 18.18 GHz, still narrow com-
pared to the widths of the depleted pump, ∆νp(L) =
4.4 THz, and the forward idler, ∆νi = 3.31 THz. By
integrating the spectra, it is found that the conversion
into parametric waves is Is(0)/Ip(0) = 0.1190 ± 0.0004
for the signal and Ii(L)/Ip(0) = 0.0594 ± 0.0002 for the
idler, while the pump depletion yields 1− Ip(L)/Ip(0) =
0.1700±0.0006. Nonintuitivelly, the stitched MOPO is as
efficient as the uniform quasi phase matched waveguide
MOPO. Its efficiency turns to be of 92.7(±0.4)% with
respect to the latter and the coherence transfer attains
∆νp(L)/∆νs(0) = 242. The phase-locking behaviour in-
side the PPGaN bricks is like that illustrated in Fig.4(b)
of Ref. [6] for a chirped pump. To avoid other nonlinear-
ities, such as stimulated Raman scattering, which is the
most harmful nonlinearity competing with the paramet-
ric downconversion [3], we can further decrease the pump
intensity. With Ip = 1.5 GW/cm2 and a fluence of 0.15
J/cm2, we obtain 15% pump depletion and a coherence
gain ∆νp(L)/∆νs(0) = 173.

In summary, we have numerically simulated a MOPO
in realistic PPGaN waveguides by using stochastic pump
pulses of up to 4.4 THz bandwidth. It has been shown
that mirrorless optical parametric oscillation occurs with
reasonable pump power and that the coherence transfer
attains 242. Parametric three-wave interaction is a re-
versible process and downconversion in one PP element
could be destroyed in the adjacent one if the phase shift

produced in the gap reverses the downconversion, as is
the case for a standard forward OPO. Quite surprisingly
in the backward MOPO, the structure presenting stitch-
ing errors is almost as efficient as a perfect one, like that
presented in [6], because the coherent phase of the back-
ward wave locks the phases in such a way that the dy-
namics is almost insensitive to the random length of the
uniformly polarized junctions.
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